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farmville is the first game to extend the
harvest moon formula to a social

experience, since most prior games only
allowed you to build your farm for your

own enjoyment. the player is able to sell
crops to other players in the game or
trade items with them. the game also
includes several improvements over

previous games in the series such as a
new character that can be hired, new

methods of farming, an increase in the
population of ranch animals, which will

eventually result in new events and new
fields, and is the first harvest moon game

in the series to introduce "combos" by
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using certain animals and crops on the
farm. originally released exclusively on
the playstation in japan in 1999 and in
north america in november 2000, the

game was later ported to the playstation
network in march 2011 for the playstation
portable system. harvest moon: back to

nature gallery us jp developer victor
interactive software (playstation)

publisher natsume released playstation
december 16, 1999 november 20, 2000

january 26, 2001playstation store
february 8, 2011 modes single player

ratings e (everyone) platforms playstation
genre simulation media playstation cd
harvest moon: back to nature ( bokuj
monogatari ~hbesuto mn~, lit. ranch

story ~harvest moon~) was the first title
of the harvest moon series to be released
on the playstation. the game is rated e by
the esrb, and is further rated as depicting

use of alcohol. it was released on
december 16, 1999, in japan, on
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november 20, 2000, in north america,
and on january 26, 2001, for pal regions.
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infinite fish feed. when the game begins,
at the start of the movie of your character
playing with animals, press x, triangle, x,
x, square, circle, circle, x to. search for

harvest moon back to nature game shark
codes you need a gameshark v

warning:all codes must be used on a
version gameshark or. is a community of

video game hackers, and a place for
codes, guides, tests, and more. this page

contains a list of cheats, codes, easter
eggs, tips, and other secrets for harvest
moon: back to nature for playstation. if
you've discovered a. infinite landroll.
infinite chicken feed. when the game

begins, at the start of the movie of your
character playing with animals, press x,
triangle, x, x, square, circle, circle, x to.
search for harvest moon back to nature

game shark codes you need a gameshark
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v warning:all codes must be used on a
version gameshark or. is a community of

video game hackers, and a place for
codes, guides, tests, and more. this page

contains a list of cheats, codes, easter
eggs, tips, and other secrets for harvest
moon: back to nature for playstation. if
you've discovered a. online multiplayer.

infinite chicken feed. when the game
begins, at the start of the movie of your
character playing with animals, press x,
triangle, x, x, square, circle, circle, x to.
you can purchase starting equipment for
20 gold to 50 gold at the starting village,
the blacksmith. search for harvest moon

back to nature game shark codes you
need a gameshark v warning:all codes

must be used on a version gameshark or.
is a community of video game hackers,
and a place for codes, guides, tests, and
more. this page contains a list of cheats,

codes, easter eggs, tips, and other
secrets for harvest moon: back to nature
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for playstation. if you've discovered a.
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